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Canalys: Global smartphone market grew for 

first time in two years in Q3 2019 

Shanghai (China), Bengaluru (India), Singapore, Reading (UK) and Portland (US) – Thursday, 31 

October 2019 

 

Global smartphone shipments grew 1% in Q3 2019, bucking two years of declines, as a range of 

market stimuli aligned to drive demand. Samsung topped the rankings and shipped 78.9 million 

devices, up 11%, as its strategy to sacrifice operating profit in pursuit of market share gained 

traction. Huawei bounced back from a weak Q2 and was second with 66.8 million units, up 29%, 

as pent-up channel demand caused a surge in volume of shipments. Apple, in third place, 

shipped 43.5 million units, a decline of 7%, caused mainly by weak performance of iPhone XR, 

XS and XS Max in the lead up to its September launch event. However, this number was higher 

than it could have been, as Apple launched three iPhones in September for the first time ever. 

Xiaomi and Oppo completed the top five vendors, shipping 32.5 million and 32.0 million units 

respectively. 

Worldwide smartphone shipments and annual growth  
Canalys Smartphone Market Pulse: Q3 2019 

Vendor Q3 2019 
shipments 

(million) 

Q3 2019 
market share 

Q3 2018 
shipments 

(million) 

Q3 2018 
market share 

Annual 
growth 

Samsung  78.9 22.4% 71.3 20.4% +11% 

Huawei  66.8 19.0% 51.9 14.9% +29% 

Apple  43.5 12.3% 46.9 13.4% -7% 

Xiaomi  32.5 9.2% 33.4 9.6% -3% 

Oppo 32.0 9.1% 30.2 8.6% +6% 

Others  98.8 28.0% 115.2 33.0% -14%  

Total  352.4 100.0% 348.9 100.0%  +1%  
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Note: percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding 
Source: Canalys Smartphone Analysis (sell-in shipments), October 2019  

 

Samsung shipped 78.9 million units in Q3 2019, up 11% from Q3 2018. It has implemented an 

aggressive new product strategy to regain lost market share. Its Galaxy A series has now displaced 

the old Galaxy J family, and each product now packs much better price-to-spec. And at the high-

end, it increased the number of models, a trend which started with Galaxy S10 in February, and 

continues with the new Galaxy Note10. The Note10 boasts two screen sizes for the first time, as 

well as separate 5G variants, which adds cost and complexity to Samsung, and has impacted 

profitability at the high-end. However, it has culminated in greater volume, with the Galaxy 

Note10 family out-shipping last year’s Note9 by more than 5%. 

“5G is the next battleground for Samsung,” said Canalys Research Director, Rushabh Doshi. “It is 

one of very few smartphone vendors to design its own chipsets and modems. It is not, therefore, 

restricted to the innovation cycle of a third-party component supplier like Qualcomm. If Samsung 

moves faster than Qualcomm, it can win the race to mid-range smartphones with 5G. Its recent 

announcement of the Galaxy A90 5G and the upcoming Exynos 980 chipset highlights its strategic 

priorities.”  
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Huawei boosted its shipments to 66.8 million, up 29%, a stunning uplift after the damage caused 

by the US Entity List ruling in Q2. Its strength was underpinned by rampant performance in China 

(see “Huawei grows 66% in China smartphone market at expense of competition”), but it also 

improved its fortunes in many overseas markets where volume increased sequentially from 21.5 

million in Q2 to 25.3 million in Q3, as many distributors and operators resumed procurement for 

Huawei smartphones which had been paused in Q2. This pent-up demand for Huawei devices 

caused a surge in orders. 

“Huawei is not out of the woods yet,” said Canalys Senior Analyst, Ben Stanton. “Its shipments 

overseas in Q3 were focused on pre-Entity List models, with P30 Lite its best shipper, at close to 

three million units. But its post-Entity List models, like Mate 30, bring uncertainty because there is 

resistance from channels in critical overseas markets, like Europe, to support Huawei devices 

without Google Mobile Services. Huawei does have the potential to rapidly bring GMS to its 

devices if the political situation changes, but time is not on its side. It is nearing the launch 

timeframe for new Y-series and P-series devices in early 2020. These families are major volume 

drivers for Huawei, and accounted for 64% of its volume in the first half of this year. It will be a 

major challenge to retain its overseas volume if the Entity List saga is not resolved in the coming 

months.” 

Apple’s shipments fell 7% to 43.5 million units in Q3, an improvement on the double-digit declines 

in Q1 and Q2 2019.  

“iPhone 11 has launched to strong reviews,” said Canalys research analyst Vincent Thielke. “It has 

tangible improvements in camera and battery life, and its discount versus the iPhone XR was a 

welcome surprise to consumers. However, Apple devices do not have 5G and it will have to 

contend with that in early 2020. It will miss out on heavy operator investment in 5G marketing and 

promotions, and the wide expectation for Apple to launch a 5G iPhone in September 2020 may 

convince some customers to delay purchasing, to ensure their device is future-proof. Apple will 

need an unconventional strategy to keep its volume high in the early stages of next year, which 

makes rumors of an upcoming entry-level iPhone launch in H1 2020 unsurprising.” 

For more information, please contact: 

Canalys China 

Louis Liu: louis_liu@canalys.com +86 136 2177 7745 

Nicole Peng: nicole_peng@canalys.com +86 150 2186 8330 

https://www.canalys.com/newsroom/ChinaSmartphoneQ3Huawei
mailto:louis_liu@canalys.com
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Canalys India 

Adwait Mardikar: adwait_mardikar@canalys.com +91 96651 38668 

Rushabh Doshi: rushabh_doshi@canalys.com +91 99728 54174 

Canalys Singapore 

Shengtao Jin: shengtao_jin@canalys.com +65 6657 9303 

Matthew Xie: matthew_xie@canalys.com +65 8223 4730 

Canalys EMEA 

Ben Stanton: ben_stanton@canalys.com +44 7824 114 350 

Mo Jia: mo_jia@canalys.com +33 785 683 766 

Canalys USA 

Vincent Thielke: vincent_thielke@canalys.com +1 650 644 9970 

Marcy Ryan: marcy_ryan@canalys.com +1 650 862 4299 

About Canalys 

Canalys is an independent analyst company that strives to guide clients on the future of the 

technology industry and to think beyond the business models of the past. We deliver smart 

market insights to IT, channel and service provider professionals around the world. We stake our 

reputation on the quality of our data, our innovative use of technology and our high level of 

customer service. 

Receiving updates 

To receive media alerts directly, or for more information about our events, services or custom 

research and consulting capabilities, please contact us or email press@canalys.com. 
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